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Welcome to Sacrewell
Delivering enriching outdoor educational experiences to school 

pupils is fundamental to what we do at Sacrewell and welcoming 
young people to our beautiful countryside setting allows us to  

fulfil the aims of The William Scott Abbott Trust. 

We invite your learners to explore our Farming with Nature 
workshops in our beautiful countryside setting.

Farming with Nature Workshops
The Sacrewell Education Team are thrilled to be able to offer  

a wide range of educational workshops for your pupils to  
participate in this academic year. Each has been carefully  

designed to link with the National Curriculum whilst giving  
children a chance to escape the classroom and be immersed  

in our inspiring natural environment.

The Farming with Nature workshops cover six interlinking topics:  
Soil, Pollination, Plants, Field to Fork, Farm Animals, and Wildlife. 
Investigate why worms are so important, discover food growing  

in the fields and help look after our kitchen garden - to name  
a few! The following booklet has more information on the  

individual workshops that are available.

Stibbington Legacy Workshops
In addition to our Farming with Nature workshops, we are delighted 
to be working with Cambridgeshire County Council to preserve the 
Stibbington Centre legacy. Sacrewell and Stibbington share many of 
the same values so this partnership ensures their legacy is continued 

in the local authority. 

Pupils will be able to enjoy the Stibbington experience and their 
fun, full day workshops at Sacrewell from January. Their eduational 
activities are all linked to the National Curriculum, so teachers can 
use school trips to support learning back in the school classroom.
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William Scott Abbott Trust

In 1917, William Abbott took on tenancy at Sacrewell. He was a 
brilliant farmer, progressive and innovative in his methods and  

ideas, particularly in relation to dairying, poultry keeping and crop 
rotation. When he died, his wife Mary Abbott, settled the entire 
property as The William Scott Abbott Trust, in memory of her 

husband and the work they had undertaken together. Since 1964, 
Sacrewell has been run as a charity, with the aim of connecting 
people of all ages and backgrounds to the science, heritage and 

practical journey of farm to fork.

The trust pioneers how farming and wildlife co-exist in rural  
England through agroecology and our rare breed conservation 

programme. The trust also shows how and why farming and rural 
skills have adapted over the years and explores what that means  

for the future of farming.
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Key Information
What does it cost and how do we pay?

A visit as part of our Education Programme is £10 per pupil (off-peak, 
September-February) and £12 per pupil during peak time, March-August. 

This price includes a choice of curriculum-based workshops led by our 
experienced staff (workshops detailed on the pages overleaf) and all 

equipment and resources. We are always happy to work with you to help 
you select the best combination of workshops for your pupils. This price 
also includes access to the wider site with our various play areas that can 
be enjoyed in free time if you wish, and it includes an indoor base for the 

duration of your visit.

Should you wish to experience a self-led day at Sacrewell, prices are  
£7.50 per pupil and include our indoor, outdoor and natural play areas, 

sensory garden, livestock paddocks and our historic watermill.

School and support staff are free. Any accompanying adult visitors will be 
charged at £8 per person.

There is plenty of free parking and toilet and handwashing facilities are 
available across the site. Session times are detailed on the following pages 
but please allow more time before and after workshops for getting around 
the site. We will email an invoice to you after your visit. Payment by BACS, 

bank details will be included on the invoice. 

How do we book?
Please email the Sacrewell Education Team at  

learning@sacrewell.org.uk to make a booking enquiry.

For all Stibbington at Sacrewell workshops please email 
Burwell.House@cambridgeshire.gov.uk to book.

Coach Travel
Coach travel is becoming increasingly expensive. With that in mind,  

we have partnered with local coach companies to provide a discount for 
schools who are visiting Sacrewell in school hours between September  

and February. Subject to availability.

Please email learning@sacrewell.org.uk to find out more.
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Soil

Soil Soil
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Wonderful worms
In this activity, pupils will have the chance to take a close look at  

our Sacrewell wormery, to see what the earthworms are busy  
doing beneath our feet to make our soil healthy. They will also  
take part in a worm survey to discover the variety of worms we  

have living in the ground here at Sacrewell – the more worms we 
find, the healthier our soil is likely to be!

Curriculum links:

•  Describing how habitats provide for the needs of  
plants and animals

•  Describing how animals obtain their food from plants  
and other animals

•  Identifying and naming a variety of common animals

•  Exploring and using classification keys to help group,  
identify and name a variety of living things

Workshops that pair well with this one:

From cows to carrots (Soil)

What’s growing in the garden? (Plants)

Pond dipping (Wildlife)

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: EYFS, KS1 and KS2
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Soil Soil

From cows to carrots
Explore the nutrient cycle and how plants and animals are 

interconnected. Start your journey by meeting some of our friendly 
grazing animals and consider how their diet and manure are 

important to farming. Continue on to the kitchen garden to see what 
the ‘power of poo’ has done to our fruit and vegetables, thinking 

about how we can support environmentally friendly farming. 
Complete the nutrient cycle by picking some tasty treats for our 

livestock and delivering it to their paddocks.

Curriculum links:

•  Identify that habitats provide for the basic needs of different 
kinds of animals and plants, and how they depend on each other

•  Describe how animals obtain their food from plants using the  
idea of a simple food chain, and identify and name different  

sources of food

•  Explore how plants need nutrients from soil to grow

•  Identify that animals, including humans, need the right types and 
amount of nutrition, and that they get nutrition from what they eat

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Wonderful worms (Soil)

Tractor tour (Plants)

Seasonal fruit and veg tasting (Field to fork)

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: EYFS, KS1 and KS2



Pollination

Pollination

Seeds and shelter
Pupils will get hands on supporting their local wildlife by making 

wildflower seed balls that can be sown at school or at home  
and by creating a simple habitat for solitary pollinators. They will 
learn why wildflowers are so important for pollinating insects and 
how, in turn, our pollinators help the flowers, and our food crops,  

to flourish.

Curriculum links:

•  Describing how habitats provide for the needs of plants  
and animals and how they depend on each other

•  Exploring the part that flowers play in the life cycle  
of flowering plants, including pollination

•  Recognising that environments can change and that  
this can sometimes pose dangers to living things

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Powerful pollination relay (Pollination)

Tree and hedge planting (Wildlife)

What’s growing in the garden? (Plants)

Pollination

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: EYFS, KS1 and KS2
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Powerful pollination relay
Discover why bees and other pollinators are vital to flower and 

food production. Groups work together to play a largescale game, 
moving pollen from flower to flower to embed the concept of cross 
pollination in a fun way. A wildlife walk then offers the opportunity 

to discover wildflowers growing and pollinators busy at work.

 Follow this workshop with ‘seeds and shelter’ for an immersive 
experience discovering wildflowers, how they reproduce, the role of 

pollinators, planting wildflowers and building habitats for bees.

Curriculum links:

•  Identifying and describing the basic structure of a  
variety of common flowering plants

•  Identifying and describing the functions of different parts  
of flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, leaves and flowers

•  Exploring the part that flowers play in the life cycle of  
flowering plants, including pollination

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Seeds and shelter (Pollination)

What’s growing in the garden? (Plants)

Seasonal fruit and veg tasting (Field to fork)

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: KS1 and KS2
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Plants

Plants

Tractor tour
Join us for a tractor tour of Riverford Organic Farm to see what’s 

growing in their fields. Along the way we hear about how our 
hedgerows help both farmers and wildlife, which fruit trees are 

growing in the orchard, and how Riverford cleverly manage their 
water to ensure their crops don’t wilt in the height of summer.

Curriculum links:

•  Understanding where food comes from

•  Understanding seasonality, and knowing where and  
how a variety of ingredients are grown

•  Recognising that environments can change and that this  
can sometimes pose dangers to living things

Workshops that pair well with this one:

What’s growing in the garden? (Plants)

Seasonal fruit and veg tasting (Field to fork)

Five freedoms farm tour (Farm animals)

Plants

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: EYFS, KS1 and KS2
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What’s growing  
in the garden?

Discover where our food comes from by exploring our Sacrewell 
kitchen garden. Investigate what makes our soil healthy before 

hunting for seasonal fruit and vegetables growing in the raised beds. 
Explore our polytunnel and greenhouse and discover what fresh 

food looks like before it reaches the shops. 

The workshop ends with an opportunity for learners to sow their 
own seeds to take away with them to grow and care for.

Curriculum links:

•  Understanding where food comes from

•  Understanding seasonality, and knowing where  
and how a variety of ingredients are grown

•  Observing and describing how seeds and bulbs  
grow into mature plants

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Tractor tour (Plants)

Seasonal fruit and veg tasting (Field to fork)

Powerful pollination relay (Pollination)

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: EYFS, KS1 and KS2
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Field to Fork

Field to Fork

Fantastic flour
Flour is a fundamental component in so much of our food,  
but we rarely think about where it comes from. Pupils will  

connect the key ingredient we use for baking with wheat and  
milling as they are given the chance to handle grain, and to compare 

how it was once processed with how easily it can be processed 
today by observing a hand mill and a modern mini electric mill  
in action. Finally, they will prepare their own simple shortbread 

biscuits to take home to bake.

Curriculum links:

•  Understanding where food comes from

•  Preparing and cooking a variety of predominantly  
savoury dishes using a range of cooking techniques

•  Understanding seasonality, and knowing where and how a  
variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Historic mill tour (Field to fork)

Tractor tour (Plants)

What’s growing in the garden? (Plants)

Field to Fork

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: KS1 and KS2
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Historic mill tour
Sacrewell is home to our beautiful 18th century watermill, which 
provides the perfect opportunity for pupils to learn about how 
wheat has historically been processed into flour. Our mill tour  

takes children from viewing the source of power in the mill pond 
outside, to the inner workings of the impressive machinery inside, 

with lots of interesting and entertaining facts along the way.   
This workshop pairs perfectly with ‘Fantastic Flour’.

As a grade II listed building, the upper levels of our watermill can 
only be accessed via steep steps. Please get in contact with the 

Education Team if you would like to book this activity but have any 
concerns about accessibility for any of your pupils or staff members.

Curriculum links:

•  Understanding where food comes from

•  Understanding seasonality, and knowing where and how a variety 
of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed

•  Learning about significant historical events, people and places  
in their own locality

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Fantastic flour (Field to fork)

What’s growing in the garden? (Plants)

Five freedoms farm tour (Farm animals)

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: EYFS, KS1 and KS2
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Butter making
Many children aren’t aware that the butter they spread on their  
toast comes from cows! Pupils will have the chance to see and  

learn about our cows and will experience transforming cream into 
butter - learning that these are both animal products. After their 

hard work, they can sit down and enjoy a snack of crackers and the 
fresh butter they have prepared.

Curriculum links:

•  Understanding where food comes from

•  Understanding seasonality, and knowing where and how a  
variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Five freedoms farm tour (Farm animals)

From cows to carrots (Soil)

What’s growing in the garden (Field to fork)

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: KS1 and KS2
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Seasonal fruit and  
veg tasting

Eating seasonal fruits and vegetables is good for us and better  
for our planet. In this activity, pupils will have a chance to wash, 

prepare and taste a range of fresh fruit and vegetables that  
can be currently harvested, and they will learn why eating  

in-season, locally sourced produce is the more environmentally 
friendly option.

Please note, the exact fruit and vegetables used for the tasting 
activity will vary depending on the date of your visit and what  

is in season.

Curriculum links:

•  Understanding where food comes from

•  Preparing and cooking a variety of predominantly  
savoury dishes using a range of cooking techniques

•  Understanding seasonality, and knowing where and how a  
variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Historic mill tour (Field to fork)

Tractor tour (Plants)

Pollination relay (Pollination)

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: EYFS, KS1 and KS2
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Farm Animals

Farm Animals

Five freedoms farm tour
At Sacrewell we look after our animals according to the  

five freedoms of animal welfare: freedom from hunger and  
thirst; freedom from discomfort; freedom from pain, injury or 
disease; freedom to express normal behaviour; and freedom  

from fear and distress. On this farm tour, pupils will visit a range  
of our farm animals, learning about each breed whilst also  
gaining an understanding of how we care for their needs  

according to these principles.

Curriculum links:

•  Finding out about and describing the basic needs of animals, 
including humans, for survival (water, food and air)

•  Identifying that animals, including humans, need the right types 
and amount of nutrition, and that they cannot make their own  

food; they get nutrition from what they eat

Workshops that pair well with this one:

New life on the farm (Farm animals)

Butter making (Field to fork)

Minibeast hunting (Wildlife)

Farm Animals

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: EYFS, KS1 and KS2
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New life on the farm
Spring is a joyful season, and it is a wonderful experience for children to 
see new life on the farm. At Sacrewell, we like to offer pupils the chance 
to visit our youngest animals and to learn about how we care for them.

These sessions are expected to be available from February/March 
until the end of April and are typically based around our lambs, but 

may include calves, piglets, or foals. However, it can be hard to predict 
exactly when we will be lucky enough to welcome these new additions.

If you are interested in booking a ‘new life on the farm’ activity, we 
recommend you let us know that this is your preferred activity, but 

please also indicate if there is an alternative activity that you would be 
happy for your pupils to participate in instead. All schools who have 

booked this activity will be updated on it’s availability early in the year.

Curriculum links:
•  Noticing that animals, including humans, have offspring  

which grow into adults

•  Finding out about and describing the basic needs of animals, 
including humans, for survival (water, food and air)

•  Identifying that animals, including humans, need the right types and 
amount of nutrition, and that they cannot make their own  

food; they get nutrition from what they eat

Workshops that pair well with this one:
Five freedoms farm tour (Farm animals)

Butter making (Field to fork)

What’s growing in the garden? (Plants)

Enquiries welcomed from: September

Confirmation of activity expected from: January

Usually available: February/March - end of April

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: EYFS, KS1 and KS2
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Animal care and welfare
Get up close to animals at Sacrewell and learn about how they are 
cared for. Under the guidance of Sacrewell staff small groups can 

get to know our friendliest residents whilst learning how to perform 
health checks and recognise the signs of a happy, healthy animal.

Please note that we cannot guarantee which animal schools may 
meet. Groups will typically meet one or two animals such as goats, 
sheep, ponies, donkeys, cows, rabbits or chickens. As this is a very 
popular workshop we may limit the amount of bookings taken in  

the interests of animal welfare.

Curriculum links:

•  Finding out about and describing the basic needs of animals, 
including humans, for survival (water, food and air)

•  Identifying a number of common animals, including herbivores 
and omnivores

•  Identifying how animals are adapted to their environment

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Five freedoms farm tour (Farm animals)

Butter making (Field to fork)

New life on the farm (Farm animals)

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: EYFS, KS1 and KS2
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Wildlife

Habitat Investigation  
& Exploration

Spend some time exploring the hedgerow habitats at  
Sacrewell and learn about the plants and animals that live there. 
Discover how plants, flowers, leaves and berries are a rich source  
of food for wildlife and about the food chains our hedges sustain. 

Use sweep nets to investigate hedgerow minibeasts and find 
evidence of mammals before planting a tree, shrub or wildflower 

seeds to create habitats for the future.

Curriculum links:

•  Identifying how habitats provide for the needs of plants and 
animals and how they depend on each other within the food chain

•  Identify and name a variety of common animals that are 
carnivores, herbivores and omnivores

•  Recognising that environments can change and that this can 
sometimes pose dangers to living things

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Powerful pollination (Plants)

From cows to carrots (Soil)

Pond dipping (Wildlife)

Wildlife

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: KS1 and KS2

Wildlife
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Pond dipping
An array of intriguing creatures can be found living in the waters of 
our streams and ponds. This activity is an exciting way for children 

to take a close look at animals they may never have seen before and 
to learn about how they are adapted to their environment.

Curriculum links:

•  Describing how habitats provide for the needs of plants and 
animals and how they depend on each other

•  Identifying and naming a variety of common animals

•  Exploring and using classification keys to help group,  
identify and name a variety of living things

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Minibeast hunting (Wildlife)

Seeds and shelter (Pollination)

Five freedoms farm tour (Farm animals)

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: EYFS, KS1 and KS2
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Minibeast hunting
Pupils will have the opportunity to peek beneath the logs and  

leaves of our wooded areas to see which minibeasts they can find. 
This activity is an exciting way for children to take an up-close  

study of a range of fascinating creatures in their habitats.

Curriculum links:

•  Describing how habitats provide for the needs of plants  
and animals and how they depend on each other

•  Identifying and naming a variety of common animals

•  Exploring and using classification keys to help group,  
identify and name a variety of living things

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Pond dipping (Wildlife)

Seeds and shelter (Pollination)

Five freedoms farm tour (Farm animals)

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: EYFS, KS1 and KS2
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Rural Crafts

Blacksmithing
Hot metal, a roaring fire and an anvil. This heritage craft would  
once have been found in every village but is now a rare sight.  

We’re very fortunate at Sacrewell to be able to offer lessons with 
our resident blacksmith.

All the tools and material needed to create a piece of metalwork are 
included along with instructions, personal protective equipment, 
advice and assistance from Lance, our blacksmith. Each pupil will 
take away a piece of hand-crafted metalwork such as a keyring.

Numbers limited to one class (up to 32 pupils) in a day. Please note 
an additional supplement will apply for this workshop.

Curriculum links:

•  Produce creative work, exploring ideas and recording experiences

•  Become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and other art, 
craft and design techniques

•  Know about great artists, craft makers and designers,  
and understand the historical and cultural developments of  

their art forms

Workshops that pair well with this one:

Historic mill tour (Field to fork)

What’s growing in the garden? (Plants)

Willow weaving (Rural crafts)

Rural Crafts

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: ages 8 and aboveRural Crafts
3938
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Willow weaving
Willow is an extremely versatile plant that can be used living or 
dried for a variety of purposes. Here at Sacrewell we are very 

fortunate to have our own osier bed. Pupils will be able to see the 
willow growing in a variety of different types and colours.  

Willow is a vigorous plant that can grow as much as 12ft in a  
year, this is coppiced annually to produce new shoots. 

In this course students will learn how willow is grown and harvested 
before creating a hand-crafted project to take home.

Numbers limited to one class (up to 32 pupils) in a day. Please note 
an additional supplement will apply for this workshop.

Curriculum links:

•  Produce creative work, exploring ideas and recording experiences

•  Become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and other art, 
craft and design techniques

•  Know about great artists, craft makers and designers,  
and understand the historical and cultural developments of  

their art forms

Workshops that pair well with this one:

What’s growing in the garden? (Plants)

Blacksmithing (Rural crafts)

Habitat investigation & exploration (Wildlife)

Available: September to July

Session timing: 45 minutes

Suitable for: ages 8 and above
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Further learning opportunities
Our educational offering isn’t just limited to our Farming with Nature workshops, 

there is plenty more on offer here at Sacrewell. 

Farm Camp Residential
Farm Camp at Sacrewell has been running for several years and every summer 

we welcome groups of children for 1 night residential stays. Pupils and their 
teachers sleep in bell tents in our camp area, located on our farmhouse lawn. 

Schools can choose from a programme of activities and all sessions are planned 
and lead by our experienced Sacrewell team.

Our resident catering company Origin8 provide freshly cooked meals and groups 
can also get involved in picking, preparing and cooking their own snacks.

Home Education
The William Scott Abbott Trust aims to support all young learners. We invite 

home educating families to join us at Sacrewell to explore our workshops, 
tailored to the ages and learning stages of the participating children. Come 
as a family or join forces with other home educators and book as a group. 
All bookings include a workshop lead by our experienced education team. 

Additional workshops can be added to your package, giving you the flexibility to 
shape your day however you would like. 

Entry to Sacrewell for the day is included in the price and we may be able to 
offer a separate space for lunch for your group, please contact us if this would be 

of interest to you.

Care Farming and SEND Programme
The Sacrewell care farm is aimed at children who would benefit from getting stuck 
in on the farm. We use our Farming with Nature workshops as a basis for led, small 

group activities, alongside farm animals, gardening, forest school, nature based 
and traditional rural crafts activities. We will always be guided by the children and 
their accompanying staff and strive to provide an enriching experience for each 

child. Our programme aims to encourage participants to experience better mental 
and physical health because of their time spent on the farm, as well as gaining 

confidence and independence in a fun and supportive environment.

Outreach Programme: From Farm to School
New for this academic year, we can bring selected workshops from the farm and 

deliver to your school classroom. Please contact us to find out more.

Contact the 

learning team 

for more  

details



Stibbington

Going on a bear hunt
An introduction to map work skills using a series of activities 

including a photo trail and bear hunt. A course designed to help  
pupils understand and enjoy using maps and thus reinforce work in 

a wide range of geographical study units.

Geography aims:

•  Locational: continents & oceans, UK countries & seas

•  Skills & fieldwork: map skills

Curriculum links:

•  To use world maps to name and locate the world’s seven 
continents and five oceans, and the four countries and  

capital cities of the UK and its surrounding seas

•  To use basic geographical vocabulary to describe key  
physical and human features

•  To use maps, plans and photographs to recognise key features, 
using simple compass directions and locational and directional 

language, devising simple maps and basic symbols in a key

Stibbington

Available: January to July

Session timing: All day, 10am-2pm

Cost per pupil: £20.00 (minimum of 20 pupils with 
additional pupils at £10.00 per person)

Suitable for: KS1

Stibbington  
Legacy at  
Sacrewell

4544

Full day  workshops 
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Stibbington Stibbington 

Where on earth are we?
A course designed to help pupils further develop map work skills 

and locational knowledge. Students will use a series of clues and key 
features of a map including grid references, compass points, scale 

and orientation to find the hidden smugglers cache.

Geography aims:

•  Locational: positional lines of significance

•  Skills & fieldwork: map skills

Curriculum links:

•  To identify the position and significance of some or all of  
the earth’s imaginary lines

•  To use and interpret maps and plans at a variety of scales

•  To understand and use the key features of a map including:  
title for purpose; eight points of a compass; scale to measure 
distance; symbols and key; 4-figure/6-figure grid references, 

including the use of Ordnance Survey maps.

Available: January to July

Session timing: All day, 10am-2pm

Cost per pupil: £20.00 (minimum of 20 pupils with 
additional pupils at £10.00 per person)

Suitable for: KS2
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From source to sea
Find out about the role of rivers in the water cycle, and identify 

the features of river channels. Use 2D and 3D landscape models to 
consolidate vocabulary and make connections to identify erosion, 

transportation, deposition and hazards of flooding

This course includes practical studies including measuring the speed 
of a flow and depth in a channel and completing a landscape sketch. 

The day ends with a water source game to identify water sources 
and their impact on the environment.

Geography aims:

•  Physical geography: rivers and water cycle

•  Fieldwork skills

Curriculum links:

•  To identify and locate significant rivers around the world  
and to understand the course of Rivers.

•  To describe and compare geographical features relating to  
rivers and how the landscape is shaped by river processes

•  To interpret maps and models, and to use fieldwork  
equipment to investigate river processes

•  To understand how human activity can affect and be  
affected by rivers and the associated hazards and risks.

Available: January to July

Session timing: All day, 10am-2pm

Cost per pupil: £20.00 (minimum of 20 pupils with 
additional pupils at £10.00 per person)

Suitable for: KS1 and KS2



Water water everywhere
Compare and contrast three bodies of water and the life held within 
each. Pond, lake and stream. Pupils will practice identification keys, 

water investigation techniques, capture and release safely, identify how 
different habitats affect survival and diversity as well as why a living 

organism is suited to an environment.

Curriculum links (KS1):
•  To use a variety of techniques to find, observe and identify animals  

in the environment

•  To group pondlife by observing similarities and differences

•  To understand that pondlife may be carnivores, herbivores or omnivores

•  To observe and name the structure of pondlife

•  To find out about the basic needs of animals

•  To use scientific equipment to help identify and classify animals

Curriculum links (KS2):
•  Record data and results of increasing complexity using scientific 

diagrams and labels and classification keys

•  Describe how living things are classified into broad groups according 
to common observable characteristics

•  Give reasons for classifying plants and animals based on  
specific characteristics

•  Identify scientific evidence that has been used to support  
or refute ideas or arguments

Available: January to July

Session timing: All day, 10am-2pm

Cost per pupil: £20.00 (minimum of 20 pupils with 
additional pupils at £10.00 per person)

Suitable for: KS1 and KS2

Stibbington 
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Poetry and the  
Fen smugglers...

Using a story about the Fen smugglers and their hidden cache. 
Pupils use the descriptions in the story and discuss the language to 
trace the route to find the cache. Then construct limericks about it.

Follow a poetry orienteering trail using a map to find hidden lines 
from a poem and then re-assemble them. Pupils in groups will then 

write there own story about the Fen Smugglers and their hidden 
cache for another group to find.

English aims:

•  To use the environment to inspire and engage pupils to develop 
their knowledge and skills in aspects of the National Curriculum  

for English

Curriculum links:

•  To read and write for a range of purposes

•  To recognise different forms of poetry

•  To prepare poems to perform

•  To draw inference and make predictions

Available: January to July

Session timing: All day, 10am-2pm

Cost per pupil: £20.00 (minimum of 20 pupils with 
additional pupils at £10.00 per person)

Suitable for: KS1 and KS2

Stibbington

Words in the woods
Using the outdoor environment and Gruffalo story to enhance 

English follow a simple trail and collect parts of the story, whilst 
participating in sensory activities to encourage discussion about the 

environment and develop vocabulary.

Sequence the story and complete maps with place names.  
Make natural/clay Gruffalo models after listening to a description. 

Construct homes for the mouse to live in and write a set of 
instructions on how to build it.

Curriculum links (EYFS):

•  The course covers aspects of the following early learning goals: 
communication and language; reading; writing; mathematics; 

understanding the world and expressive arts and design

Curriculum links (KS1):

•  To discuss and sequence the events in a story

•  To recognise simple recurring language

•  To use writing for different purposes

•  To give well-structured descriptions, explanations and  
narratives for different purposes, including for expressing  

feelings and observations.and learning

Available: January to July

Session timing: All day, 10am-2pm

Cost per pupil: £20.00 (minimum of 20 pupils with 
additional pupils at £10.00 per person)

Suitable for: EYFS and KS1

Stibbington 
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